
Undemocratic MPs who want to reverse
the referendum

Take back control of our money, our laws and our borders. It was a
straightforward and very popular proposal. It received more votes than any
other idea or party in our democratic history.

More than 82% voted for candidates in the 2017 General election who promised
to implement the result. So why are there now so many MPs who will do
anything to delay, dilute or cancel Brexit? What part of Leave did they not
understand? Why do they presume that they now know better than the voters,
and know better than they did themselves when they were seeking votes two
years ago?

The TIG s or Change UK have set themselves up as an MP group to help thwart
Brexit in the Commons. The BBC gives them plenty of coverage as our national
broadcaster panders to the views of a tiny party with MPs as they seem to
like their anti Brexit stance. These MPs do not want a general election any
time soon and refuse to put themselves up for by elections despite changing
the party they were elected to be part of. They get on well together looking
down on the majority who voted for Brexit.

You couldnt make it up that Change UK tells us the public do not trust
current politics and want change. They are right. The public does want
change. The change the public wants is for MPs like them to keep to their
election promises and to back Brexit. They say they want a new and better
democracy yet they refuse to accept and implement the people’s choice. They
are the opposite of democrats. They spend most of their time trying to thwart
the wishes of the electors. The advocates of a people’s vote refuse to accept
the verdict of the huge People’s vote we did hold.
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